Abstract. Kriegspiel is a Chess variant similar to wargames, in which players have to deal with uncertainty. Kriegspiel increases the difficulty typical of Chess by hiding from each player his opponent's moves. Although it is a two person game it needs a referee, whose task consists in accepting the legal moves and rejecting the illegal ones, with respect to the real situation. Neither player knows the whole history of moves and each player has to guess the state of the game on the basis of messages received from the referee. A player's try may result legal or illegal, and a legal move may prove to be a capture or a check. The paper describes the rationale of a program to play basic endgames of Kriegspiel, where a player has left only the King. These endings have been theoretically studied with rule-based mechanisms, whereas few researches exist on a gametree-based approach. We show how the branch of game tree can be reduced in order to employ an evaluation function and a search algorithm. Then we deal with game situations dependent on stochastic element and we show how we resolve them during the tree visit.
Introduction
Kriegspiel is a Chess variant similar to wargames, in which players have to deal with uncertainty. All Chess rules are valid, but the players are not informed of their opponent's moves. Although it is a two person game, it needs a referee, whose task consists in accepting the legal moves and rejecting the illegal ones, with respect to the real situation. As the game progresses, each player tries to guess the position of his opponent's pieces by trying moves to which the referee can stay silent, if the move is legal, or he can announce "illegal move", if the move is illegal. Then the player has to make another try. If the move is legal and it gives check or captures a piece, the referee says "check" or "capture", respectively. Moreover, in order to speed up the game if a Pawn can capture an opponent's piece this is also announced.
For instance, this is a simple game (we omit illegal tries): 1.e4 f6. The referee stays silent (both moves are legal). 2.e5. The referee announces: "Black has a Pawn try" 2...fe5. The referee says "Pawn captured on e5".
xh5 The referee announces: "Checkmate" The three diagrams (left for White, center for referee, right for Black) shown after move three are a typical way to display the partial knowledge that players have about the current state of a Kriegspiel game: a player does not know what his opponent has done up to his turn to move. Therefore Kriegspiel is considered a game of imperfect information. Incidentally, we call the leftmost and rightmost boards reference boards for White and Black, respectively.
The design of a Kriegspiel playing program is an interesting problem, because we can adapt most techniques already developed for Computer Chess. However, it remains a problem to adapt to Kriegspiel the game tree search and the evaluation function typical of chess playing programs, because each player is uncertain about the position of his opponent's pieces. In theory it would be possible to build a huge game tree taking into account all possible positions compatible with past announcements from the referee. In practice this is an impossible task, because the complete game tree of Kriegspiel is much larger than in the case of Chess.
In this article we propose a way to reduce the game tree which leads to a representation through metapositions instead of normal chess positions. In order to simplify our task, in the next sections we will consider simple endings, ie. Black having only his King and White having a King and a Rook (in the rook ending or 7 1
endings in Kriegspiel. The present paper expands and generalizes that work to other endings.
Metapositions

Game situation without stochastic element
Diagram 1 shows an example of position during a game of 7 1 ending. Suppose it is White turn to move. At the first ply, the game tree whose root is the position on diagram 1 has a branch of 11 moves, corresponding to the possible White's moves, plus the Black's ones, which are, in 7 cases, 5; in 2 different cases they are 6, finally, in 2 last cases they are 3. In figure 1 x, y, and z denote the value of positions computed by an evaluation function we will deal with in section 4.
In general, whether there is a information set with more than an element, it is not possible to employ a search algorithm on the game tree to find a optimal solution. If Black had a priority over his choices, which lead to the same information set, White could perform a tree visit to deduce which move of Black is the most dangerous. The problem arises when in the information set with more than one element we have to deal with alternative positions having the same probability.
A possible solution consists in joining the information sets into a single position which describes them all. By collecting those states reached with same likelihood we can simultaneously represent them, without the constraint of choosing one of them. In this way moves with different priorities can be safely represented without the risk of losing information. Thus, we adopt the notion of metaposition [7] , which is a special position denoting a set of positions. Besides the referee's board, each player updates his own board, which is annotated with all the possible opponent's positions. We recall that we refer to the metaposition representing the knowledge of a player with the term reference board. According to the definition, the tree in figure 2 represents a game of perfect information. In the example above the unification of moves leads to sub-gametrees whose evaluation is given by the minimum value of the original branches as evaluated before the join. The formula x = min(x, y), where x is the new evaluation of the metaposition, requires the calculation of both x and y. Thus, the problem is not dissimilar from the previous one.
An improvement to the tree visit can be made considering the evaluation function not only with its recursive role, returning a value for a position at a particular depth, but also with a static meaning, in order to give a value during the tree visit and to distinguish the promising one among several branches.
Because of the complexity of a procedure which distinguishes between Black's moves that lead to different information sets for White, that is moves that lead to metapositions or to simple positions, we define the game tree in a simpler but equivalent way.
We define the notion of metamove, which is a move that the black King can perform and that transforms a metaposition into another one. A metamove allows White to update his reference board expanding all the possible moves for Black. The metamove does not include only the moves that lead to the same information set, but it comprises all the possible moves that Black can play from that particular metaposition. In some sense, we are transforming a basic Kriegspiel endgame in a new game where White has to confront several black Kings. In doing this we loose the property of information sets which claims that from each node into the set there are the same moves. We introduce the concept of pseudomove to indicate the moves by White on a metaposition. Pseudomoves are moves whose legality is not known to White. The Black's moves joined for the previous example are Figure 3 shows the new game tree with metapositions.
Fig. 3. The game tree with metapositions
The set P of pseudomoves has a cardinality equal to that of the union of possible legal moves by White for each position.
For the example in figure 3 White always considers 21 pseudomoves, even if he is in the case with 19 legal moves, because he cannot distinguish between the two situations.
In order to have the new tree equivalent to the former, we introduce the information given by the referee.
In fact, what characterizes the pseudomoves is the referee's answer, which can be silent (S), check (C) or illegal (I). Thus, the game tree has a branching factor equal to 3 · i, where i is the number of metapositions.
Starting from diagram depicted in 1, there are 11 moves for White which lead, after considering Black's move, to 11 metapositions, as showed in figure   4 4 . If we considered separately moves made by Black for each move by White we would have obtained 33 information sets and 53 positions in total. If we consider only metapositions, instead of all possible positions, we obtain just 11 metapositions. Thus, the game tree with the referee's answers has a branching factor equal to 3 · 11 = 33 nodes. In figure 3 , metapositions are depicted with a double circle and pseudomoves are depicted with a dotted line. During the search visit on the game tree, we use the heuristic that chooses the worse referee's answer among the three. Thus, in the previous example the branching becomes equal to 11 nodes. In figure 3 we indicate with x, x , y, y , z, z the vote given statically by the evaluation function to the metapositions reached after playing each pseudomove.
Game situation with stochastic element
In this section we will deal with game situations where players have to consider probability. figure 5 . In this case, the unification of all Black's moves leads to a unique information set, and White's pseudomoves can be actually considered legal.
We define an evaluation function which allows us to classify the choices for White.This function is based on the following rules, in decreasing order of importance.
1. it never risks the capture of the Pawn; 2. it favours the advancing of the Pawn; 3. it pushes the Pawn to the seventh row if the white King is on the seventh row; 4. it keeps the white King and Pawn adjacent; 5. among those moves that lead the King on the row below the Pawn, it favours the move which brings the King on the same column of the Pawn.
Using these rules as an evaluation function, the move © c7 is considered the worst move, then it is discarded; with 1
The equivalence between 7 b6 and 7 d6 is inevitable. Figure 6 shows the symmetries between the two metapositions reached with these moves. Thus it is not possible to have a numerical value which correctly represents the grade for a metaposition and which is not correct for the symmetric one. In other words, in the game tree we would face two different nodes with same evaluation. During the tree search, we use a random number generator to randomly assign a bonus with likelihood 1/2. In this case we use the term aleatory metaposition. We remark that, with an aleatory metaposition, each visit of its game tree becomes aleatory. A negative consequence of using aleatory metapositions is that we cannot employ techniques to accelerate the search, such as hash tables or Zobrist keys, since we would lose the stochastic nature of tree search.
In our example, let 7 b6 be the move randomly chosen, so White's reference board is the one on the left in figure 6 . The White's pseudomoves 
The evaluation function
The evaluation function contains the rules which synthesize the notion of progress leading the player towards the victory. It is a linear weighted sum of features like the following
where, for a given metaposition m, w n indicates the weight assigned to a particular subfunction f n . For example, a weight might be w 1 = −1 and f 1 (s) may indicate the number of black Kings.
The EVAL function is different according to each single ending, but it has some invariant properties: it avoids playing those moves that lead to stalemate and it immediately returns the move which gives directly checkmate, if it exists.
In the following sections we briefly describe the search algorithm used for some basic Kriegspiel endings, then we go into the evaluation of metapositions in more depth.
The search algorithm
As we have seen in Section 3.1, we consider that each node of the game tree consists of a metaposition. For example, suppose that the White reference board is the one depicted in figure 7 and that it is White turn to move. The search algorithm proceeds by generating all the pseudomoves and, for each metaposition reached, it creates three new metapositions according to the three possible answers from the referee. Then it chooses the one with the smallest value as given by the evaluation function. In the example we have 21 pseudomoves which lead to 63 metapositions, but after filtering the information from the referee we obtain again 21 nodes.
Then, if the search algorithm has reached the desired search depth it simply returns the evaluation for the best node, that is the max value, otherwise it applies the metamove on each nodes, it decrements the depth of search and it recursively calls itself obtaining a value from the subtree.
Finally, it retracts the pseudomove played and adds to the metaposition's value the vote which is returned by the recursive call. Then it updates the max on that particular search depth.
When the algorithm ends visiting the tree, it returns the best pseudomove to play. Since it may happen that the same candidate pseudomove is proposed in two different sequential turns to move, bringing to a loop and so not progressing, the algorithm avoids to choose those pseudomoves, which appear in the history of recently played moves.
The rook ending (
1 )
The evaluation function for this ending considers n = 6 different features.
1. it avoids jeopardizing the Rook: w 1 = −1000 and f 1 is a boolean function which is true if white Rook is under attack; 2. it brings the two Kings closer: w 2 = −1 and f 2 returns the distance (number of squares) between the two Kings; 3. it reduces the number of black Kings on the quadrants of the board as seen from the Rook and it favors having the black Kings grouped together in as few quadrants as possible: w 3 = −1 and f 3 = c 4 i=1 q i where c ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} is a constant which counts the quadrants that contains a black King and q i counts the number of possible black Kings on i th quadrant; 4. it avoids the black King to go between white Rook and white King: w 5 = −500 and f 5 is a boolean function which returns true if the black King is inside the rectangle formed by white King and white Rook on two opposite corners; 5. it keeps White pieces close to each other: w 5 = +1 and f 5 is a boolean function which returns true if the Rook is adjacent to the King; 6. it pushes the black King toward the corner of the board: w 6 = +1 and Here we propose some example of games. We consider that the program plays White against a Black whose strategy consists in centralize himself on the board. Starting from the metaposition depicted on figure Starting from the metaposition depicted on figure 10 on the right, where 7 is on b5 and is on c1, the game continues as follows: a1# Figure 11 shows an histogram which represents the number of moves needed to win each game, starting from metapositions with greatest uncertainty, that is from metapositions where each square not controlled by White may contain a black King. The number of matches won is on the ordinate and the number of moves needed is on the abscissa. The graph depicts the result of all the possible 28000 matches, which correspond to the 28000 possibilities for the referee's board or to the 28000 possible metapositions with greatest uncertainty. We can notice that the program wins the whole games with 25 moves in the average. 
4.3
The queen ending (
The evaluation function is similar to the one described in section 4.2 but we have to consider the Queen instead of the Rook. Table 2 . The Queen cannot move.
In some initial experiments we noticed a problem in metapositions with the Queen far from the King and with more than one black King between them. This problem was caused by the choice of bringing the Queen closer to the King. For example, diagram 2 shows a metaposition where the white Queen cannot move without risking to be captured. Thus we introduced three more features with respect to the evaluation function in section 4.2. The first feature aims to avoid this problem and the other two intend to speed up the game by exploiting the power of Queen. So n = 9 and in the initial six rules the function is the same as in the Rook case 5 , while in the last three:
7. it avoids metapositions where Queen risks to be captured: w 7 = −100 and f 7 is a boolean function that returns true if Queen is under attack; 8. it penalizes those metapositions with a big number of black Kings:
and f 8 is equal to the number of black Kings on White's reference board; 9. it reduces the number of black Kings on the areas traced by the Queen's diagonals: w 9 = −1 and f 9 = evalRhombArea(S) where
and c ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} is a constant which counts the areas that possibly contains a black King and a i (i = 0, ..., 3) counts the number of possible black Kings on i th area. 9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65  66  67  68  69  70  71  72  73  74 
4.4
The ending with two Bishops (
In this ending we have to deal with two White pieces besides the King. The evaluation function exploits the same subfunctions previously analyzed, but it assigns different weights.
1. it avoids jeopardizing the Bishop: w 1 = −1000 and f 1 is a boolean function which is true if white Bishop is under attack; 2. it brings the two Kings closer: w 2 = −1 and f 2 returns the distance (number of squares) between the two Kings; 3. it avoids the black King to "pass through" the border controlled by the Bishops: w 3 = −500 and f 3 is a boolean function which returns true if the black King is inside the rectangle formed by King and Bishop row or King and Bishop column; 4. it keeps close the white Bishops: w 4 = +2 and f 4 is a boolean function which returns true if the Bishops are adjacent to each other; 5. it pushes the black King toward the corner of the board: w 5 = +1 and 
6
. it keeps white King on the Bishop's row or column: w 6 = +1and f 6 is a boolean function which returns true if the King and the Bishop are on the same row or column; 7. it penalizes the metapositions where the Bishop risks to be captured: w 7 = −100 and f 7 is a boolean function that returns true if Bishops are under attack; 8. it penalizes those metapositions with a big number of black Kings: w 8 = −1 and f 8 is equal to the number of black Kings on White's reference board; 9. it reduces the number of black Kings on the areas traced by the Bishop's diagonals: f 9 = evalRhombArea(m), described with equation 3, and if evalRhombArea(m) < −600 w 9 = −4; otherwise w 9 = 1 6 10. it prefers some particular positioning (we will refer to with the term key Bishops' positions) for the white King and Bishops, highlighted in figure 15 ; for example d5#. Starting from the third metaposition depicted on figure 10 from the left, where is on c8 and is on e5 and
